Analyzing Content-based heuristics for Persian Web Spam Detection
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Abstract—The rapid growth of web spam in the World Wide Web has motivated researchers to propose algorithms for combating web spam. Despite using these techniques, the search engines do not perform well in detecting Persian spam websites. In this paper, we analyze the effectiveness of many previously proposed content-based features on detecting Persian spam websites, and also present a number of new content-based features. As another approach, we explain and examine our Bag-Of-Spam-Words (BOSW) method to do web spam detection. In this method, we represent each document as a vector of specific words selected from a spam corpus. Finally, we apply a number of feature selection methods and use various kinds of classification algorithms to classify the Persian websites. For this purpose, we have created a dataset of Persian hosts. Our results show that using the BOSW method with the SVM classifier has the best performance in detecting Persian spam websites.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, due to the increasing amount of data available on the internet, use of search engines to retrieve relevant information from the World Wide Web (WWW) has become pervasive. Among the huge number of websites, the ones that are being succeeded to appear more frequently and in higher rank of search engine results would receive more visitors from users working with search engines. Considering Search Engine Optimization (SEO), web developers can make their website content so rich that it would get higher rank for relevant queries. Amongst these developers, there are some spammers who struggle to achieve a higher than deserved rank for their websites using some illegal techniques. Through these techniques they try to attract more traffic to their websites and gain more money from link selling or advertisement. Because of the impressive impact of spam web pages on the performance reduction of search engines, identifying and combating web spam [1]—which is also called Spamdexing—has become a serious challenge in the areas of data mining and information retrieval.

Although various methods have been used for web spamming [1], we could basically categorize it into two basic groups:

- Content-based methods: This kind of Spamdexing refers to the methods that make some alteration in the content of a web page to increase its rank among all search engine results. They are used because search engines utilize textual information retrieval algorithms like TF-IDF weighting [2] to rank the web pages and these content-based methods can...
deceive search engines by recognizing the weaknesses of these algorithms.

- Link-based methods: Search engines also utilize many link-based algorithms such as PageRank [3], and HITs [4] to rank the results of queries. Due to this reason, spammers become motivated to use some link-based web spamming techniques to deceive search engines. In these methods, spammers try to increase the rank of their pages by creating many spurious links pointing to their web pages.

Although a lot of studies have been done for combating web spam, there is not any significant research on the performance of existing spam detection methods on Persian websites. According to a study made by W3Techs [5] in March 2014, Persian websites constitute about 0.8% of the whole websites in the WWW, and are rapidly expanding. Therefore, improving spam detection methods to better detect Persian spam websites will affect the quality of search results.

In this paper, we focus on Persian websites and examine the content-based web spam detection methods because of their language-dependent characteristics. For this purpose, we have prepared a dataset of Persian hosts including 1050 non-spam and 300 spam websites crawled and labeled in August 2013. In the first step, we extract a series of content-based features proposed in [6] and analyze their effectiveness on detecting Persian spam websites. These features which are extracted from the content of web pages give information about the statistical characteristics of page structure and context. We also present a number of new content-based features including total size of images, number of media sources, number of iframes, fraction of page that includes stop words, fraction of stop words used in each page, cosine similarity between Meta tags and visible content, and the amount of JavaScript codes. We illustrate the performance of every feature individually, and then their total effectiveness on detecting Persian spam websites is compared with previously proposed content-based features. We show that our proposed features have an impressive effectiveness on improving web spam detection algorithms. We use $\chi^2$-test as a feature selection method to specify the most efficient features and decrease the computational cost of classification by removing inefficient features. To classify the websites we employ different machine learning algorithms such as Naive Bayes, decision tree based techniques like C4.5 and Random Forest, Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN). From the results we see that, to classify web spam using these content-based features, Random Forest outperforms the other classifiers. As another spam detection approach, we propose a Bag-Of-Spam-Words (BOSW) model to combat web spam. In this model instead of considering all words of all documents, we select our classification features only from the words in the spam corpus and represent each document as a bag of specific words which are selected from the spam corpus. After employing feature selection, the best features are selected and the others are removed from the feature set. Finally, we use SVM as the classification algorithm and compare the results with the results of the first classification approach. We also compare our model with the simple bag-of-words model which has been used in a study by Siklosi et al. [7]. Experiment results show that the BOSW model with SVM classifier outperforms the other employed approaches in detecting Persian spam websites.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a review of previous works is provided. We describe the main steps of our two approaches in Section III. Section IV is the experimental results. Finally, our conclusions and future works are presented in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

There are a lot of researches conducted on web spam detection. The first comprehensive study of web spamming is done by Gyongyi et al. [1]. They describe all important spamming methods known up to 2005. According to their study, there are two basic groups of web spamming techniques: 1) boosting techniques including term spamming and link spamming, and 2) hiding techniques including content hiding, cloaking and redirection. As they discuss, term spamming is referred to the techniques that augment the content of spam pages with many keywords to make them relevant for more queries. Link spamming is making some changes in the link structure of web graph to increase the score of spam pages. In hiding techniques, spammers try to conceal some parts of their page content or automatically redirect users to another web page. The researches on web spam detection methods have been started with term spamming and in a general concept with content-based approaches. These approaches are also the main focus of this paper.

Fetterly et al. [8] prove that using statistical analysis is sufficient for detecting some kinds of spam web pages specially the machine-generated ones. They describe a number of properties that could be an indication of spam. Except the detection of in-degree and out-degree outliers and computing the host-machine-ratio of websites which needs the linkage structure of pages, the other proposed properties such as repetitive nature of page content, special characteristics of URL, and the rate of pages evolution [9], are only based on the content of pages. In another work [10], they introduce a technique to detect phrase-level duplication on the WWW that is a particular kind of web spam. Their method exploits many properties of Robin fingerprints ([11], [12]). One of the seminal works in content-based web spam detection is done by Nicolas et al. [6]. They propose many content-based heuristics that extends their previous works in detecting web spam ([8], [9]). After evaluating the performance of each feature individually, all the features are combined together to create a highly efficient spam detection algorithm. After seven years, M. Prieto et al. [13] introduce a Spam Analyzer and Detector (SAAD) system based on a number of new content-based features. They employ Bagging and Boosting algorithms with C4.5 as the basic classifier and demonstrate how their system achieves a better accuracy.
In [14], the utility of some linguistic features in spam detection is investigated and as a complementary study [15], more linguistic features are introduced. They use two natural language processing tools for computing many linguistic features such as the number of different tokens, nouns and verbs, the amount of passive sentences, lexical and content diversity, amount of passive or active voice, etc. The work that is done by J. Martinez-Romo et al. [16] benefits from language model disagreement that has been utilized a lot in many applications like blog spam filtering [17]. Exploiting this idea, in [16], the language model from two parts of information is made and then the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between these two language models is computed. The first language model is made from the anchor text and URL terms of source page and the second one is made from the title and body content of the target page.

The works mentioned before, are basically based on the visible content of web pages, but T. Urvoy et al. [18] remove all non-markup content from the page and just keep the layout of each page. Then, to find the group of structurally similar pages, they use fingerprinting method [11], [12] with the subsequent clustering. Another group of works ([19]-[21]) investigate the contribution of various predefined features to the quality of web spam detection. There are also some works ([22]-[26]) investigating the effectiveness of one or more machine learning algorithms in spam detection methods.

In some studies the researchers use topic models to discover web spam. In the preliminary studies of this technique, they have applied topic model to the whole document. In [27] separate Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) models for spam and non-spam corpus is built and the topic weights are used as the classifier features. Pavlov et al. [28] use topical diversity besides character-level, term-level and sentence-level diversity to detect spam pages. In another work, Jo et al. [29] introduce sentence-LDA that assumes all words in a sentence are generated from one topic. A recent work of topic model [30] exploits the study done by Riedl et al. [31] in which instead of assigning a topic model to whole document, a topic model is assigned to each sentence. In [30], Y. Suhara et al. model each sentence into its related topics and use the topics itself in addition to the topic distribution of each sentence.

In recent years, a group of studies have been done specifically on Arabic web spam detection. For this purpose, Wahshieh et al. [32] have prepared a corpus of Arabic web pages and manually labeled them as spam or non-spam. In [33] some features are added to the features of [32], and three data mining algorithms are employed to classify web pages. They show that decision tree outperforms the other ones. Following two previous studies ([32], [33]), Al-Kabi et al. [34] propose new content-based features to detect Arabic web spam. They also show that among different classifiers, decision tree is the best algorithm for their purpose. Furthermore, in another work [35], they build a large Arabic web spam dataset, and extract several content-based features by a web analyzer algorithm. Finally, to achieve the best accuracy, many data-mining techniques are applied. In a recent work Al-Kabi et al. [36] present an enhancement to previous works of Arabic web spam detection. They introduce an online Arabic web spam detection system. This system uses content-based and link-based features of web pages, and learns from the user’s feedback to improve its performance.

There are also many web spam detection methods based on link-based heuristics. The seminal works ([37]-[40]) of this group try to detect the main characteristic of link spamming that is called Link Farm. In [39] Zhang et al. explain how to prevent the PageRank to be affected by Link Farms. In [40] the Trust Rank algorithm is proposed to propagate the trust score of pages throughout the graph. In addition, Cloaking and Redirection are two other web spamming approaches that both are discussed by Wu et al. [41]. They explain how to detect cloaking by extracting the common words of different copies of a web page. Furthermore, the taxonomy of JavaScript redirection is explained in [42].

As it can be seen, although there are several studies on web spam detection, there is not any significant research specifically done on detecting Persian web spam. Therefore, we firstly analyze the performance of many previously presented web spam detection heuristics on Persian websites and then, propose a number of new content-based features. These features can detect some special kinds of spam websites that are not recognizable by the previously defined features. To the best of our knowledge, none of the previous works have used our BOSW model to detect web spam. In this model, we eliminate the noise that comes from the words of non-spam corpus and improve the classification performance. We also combine our model with SVM as the state-of-the-art machine learning algorithm to classify our websites and achieve a better performance.

III. Methodology

In this section, we present our work for detecting Persian spam websites in three main steps: building Persian web spam dataset, content analysis of Persian websites, and web spam detection using BOSW method. Fig. 1 illustrates the general framework of our proposed Persian spam detection approaches. The first step includes gathering a set of Persian websites randomly and manually classifying them as spam or non-spam. In the second step, we analyze the effectiveness of a set of previously presented content-based features on Persian websites and propose a number of new content-based features. We use feature selection and employ the classifiers with the best performance to improve the classification results. In BOSW modeling, we represent each document as a vector of some specific keywords and select a set of top most efficient features for classifying websites using SVM.

A. Building Persian Web Spam Dataset

The main problem in preparing a corpus for analyzing Persian web spam is finding spam websites, and that is due to the far fewer number of spam websites in each domain compared to non-spam ones. To deal with this problem, we used a number of tricks which helped us to find more spam hosts. At first, we
collected a list of Persian websites which had been reported as spam by people or some organizations.

Figure 1. General framework of Persian web spam detection

From the list, the expired websites were removed and then the remaining ones were used as our crawler seed to find and crawl more spam hosts. Due to the property of spam hosts that often points to other spam ones, in each level of crawling we could find some new spam hosts. Furthermore, we used some random Persian queries selected from many keywords which were more popular among all queries given to search engines. For each query, we checked a number of top results to find new spam websites. Because there are some spam websites which uses many keywords to increase their rank, there were often at least one or two unique spam hosts among the results of each query. In each step of collecting spam websites, we found many non-spam hosts, too. We also gathered a list of governmental URLs to find more non-spam websites.

Identifying a page as spam or non-spam must be done according to some specific definition for various kinds of spam. To this end, we have studied common SEO guidelines which are provided by Google [43] to help webmasters. We also investigated different kinds of Persian spam websites to find special kinds of spam that are more common in Persian hosts. As an example, Fig. 2 shows a common kind of Persian spam page that uses keyword stuffing and increases its chance to be retrieved with search engines using transliterating Persian keywords into English. This kind of spam is used when users try to type a query in Persian while their keyboard is in English mode. This is a situation that often happens for Persian speaking users.

All the websites were crawled in August 2013, and manually classified as either spam or non-spam. All of the crawled websites are unique and from each host we have just parsed its home page. This dataset includes five different domains in which 78.81% of websites are from .ir domain, 17.33% from .com, 1.62% from .net, 1.18% from .org, and the other websites belong to .biz. It is observed that about 11% of the hosts in our dataset which are from .ir domain are spam, while this value is 76% for .com domain. In addition, 50% and 6% of the websites in our dataset which are respectively from .net and .org are recognized as spam.

B. Content Analysis of Persian Websites

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of some content-based heuristics in our Persian websites. Due to the space constraint, we just show the statistical analysis diagram of our proposed features. At first, we explain the features proposed by Ntoulas et al. [6]. Then, we explain the tendency of spam probability depending on some other content-based features presented in ([8], [13], [44]). After that, we describe our new content-based features with their statistical analysis diagram on Persian websites. Finally, we discuss the feature selection methods and machine learning algorithms which are used for web spam classification.

1) Feature set 1: the basic features

After building the dataset, we extracted the content-based features proposed by Ntoulas et al. [6] to combat
detecting Persian web spam. The features are as follows:

Words count in the page content: This feature is effective on detecting "keyword stuffing" which refers to the practice of filling a web page with many keywords and numbers. Spammers use this technique to obtain top search engine rankings for more queries.

Words count in the page title: Search engines give more weights to the words which are in the page title. This issue has given the spammers an impulse to apply keyword stuffing into the title of a web page.

Average words length in each page: There are some spam websites which have composite words formed by concatenating two or more words. Using these words will increase the number of queries which the page is matched to. These queries are the ones which users forget to insert any spaces between the words of a sentence or a phrase.

Fraction of anchor texts in the page: Some spam web pages are made with the aim of increasing the rank of other spam pages by pointing to them. Many of these pages that are linked by a spam page belong to the same host or another host with the same administrator.

Fraction of visible content: Sometimes, Spammers use keyword stuffing in some hidden parts of the page. These parts are indexed by search engines but not rendered by browsers. For detecting this technique, we calculate the fraction of visible content in each page by dividing the total length of all non-markup contents by whole size of the page.

Compression ratio: using compressing algorithms, such as GZIP [45], can give us good information about the amount of repetitive words in a document. The purpose of repetitive content in a spam page is to increase the weight of that page for a specific query.

Fraction of page filled by popular words: One way to use keyword stuffing is to gather different keywords randomly from a dictionary and bring them together in a spam page without using any stop words. To discover such kind of spam, we should calculate the fraction of page that is augmented by the most frequent words of our corpus.

Fraction of popular words used in each page: Using the previous feature alone may lead to some misclassification that is due to the difference of documents length and also the diversity of stop words used in each page. We could deal with this problem by considering the Fraction of popular words used in each page.

Probability of non-conditional n-grams: Most spam web pages are augmented by randomly selected words and phrases. Among these pages, there are many of them which include some special keywords repeated a lot. These kinds of pages can be detected by calculating the n-gram likelihood of their content. For calculating this feature, the content of a web page is divided into k independent n-grams such that each one is composed of a consecutive words. The probability of the (i+i)th n-gram starting from (i+i)th word to (i+n)th word is defined as:

\[
P(w_{i+1} \ldots w_{i+n}) = \frac{\text{number of occurrences of n-gram}}{\text{total number of n-grams}}
\] (1)

Considering this definition, the non-conditional probability of a document using length normalization is:

\[
\text{IndepLM} = -\frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=0}^{k-1} \log P(w_{i+1} \ldots w_{i+n})
\] (2)

Probability of conditional n-grams: For estimating this feature, we suppose that every word depends on its previous (n-1) words. Here, the probability of the (i+i)th n-gram considering the previous n-1 words is calculated as:

\[
P(w_n | w_{i+1} \ldots w_{i+n-1}) = \frac{P(w_{i+1} \ldots w_{i+n})}{P(w_{i+1} \ldots w_{i+n-1})}
\] (3)

Using this definition, and applying length normalization, the conditional probability of a document is defined as:
\[
C_{\text{LDH}} = -\frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=0}^{k-1} \log P(w_n | w_{i+1} \ldots w_{i+n-1})
\] (4)

2) Feature set 2: more content-based features

We also used some other content-based features defined in [18], [13], [44] to detect more kinds of Persian spam websites. These features are as follows:

Number of images: As we inferred from the results, the more images exist in a Persian website, the more probable it is to be spam. It can be explained by the fact that Persian spam websites are mostly drawn by images that are used for the purpose of advertising and some other commercial intent. This interpretation contrasts with that of M. Prieo et al. [13] who argue that because spam pages are often generated automatically, they usually do not have as many images as non-spam pages.

Number of outlinks: There are some kinds of spam hosts that are developed for being as a part of Link Farm spam. These websites include lots of links that most of them points to other spam web pages in order to increase their PageRank. Analyzing our results indicates that the spam probability of a Persian website with more links is more than the ones with fewer links.

Length of the URL: Every website has a URL containing a host name which clarifies the identity of that website. These names are usually some kinds of abbreviation that are related to the name or topic of the website. Spammers often choose a name for their website that has many keywords with some dashes between them. Using these kinds of names increases the chance of being retrieved by user queries. From our experiments, we discovered that this property is prevalent in Persian websites.

Words count in keyword and description Meta tags: There are some parts in a web page which are analyzed by the search engines to know what a page is about; the title, description, and keyword tags. These kinds of tags are good targets for Spammers to increase their rank in search engine results. For this purpose, they often apply keyword stuffing in these parts. From our results, we could see that the average words count of keyword and description part in Persian spam websites is more than non-spam ones.

Words count in anchor text: Looking in our dataset, there are some Persian spam websites that are developed just for the purpose of giving some description about other spam pages. This technique increases the rank of the websites that are being referenced by these kinds of spam hosts.

Cosine similarity between different parts of a page: We can partition each web page into three parts: title, body, and anchor text. The cosine similarities between each pair of partitions show the relevance of different parts of the page content. To calculate these features, we have used two distinct weighting schemes: binary and TF-IDF weighting. These features can characterize the amount of inconsistency among different parts of a web page. After analyzing the spam probability of websites based on different cosine similarities, we saw that this probability increases for values smaller than a threshold. This situation is due to the inconsistency among different parts of a spam page. One more surprising finding discovered from our results was that for values bigger than a TF-IDF Cosine similarity threshold, the spam probability increases. A good explanation for this finding could be the keyword stuffing methods that are used by spammers. In this technique, all parts of a page are augmented by repeating some specific keywords to increase the weights of each word.

Number of stop words in each page: This feature is effective on detecting the kind of spam pages which are augmented by many random keywords. Due to the lack of grammatically correct sentences in this kind of spam pages, there are not many stop words in their content. Analyzing the Persian corpus represents that similar to the results achieved by M. Prieo et al. [13], this assumption does not work for Persian websites, too. To improve the effectiveness of this feature, we propose a modified version which is discussed in the next section.

3) Feature set 3: new proposed features

In next step, we extracted our proposed features from all pages and investigated their effectiveness on web spam detection. For each feature we indicated the fraction of Persian websites and their spam probability for different values of that feature. Figures 3-9 present the diagram of each feature. These features are as follows:

Total size of images: Looking at many Persian websites we could discover a property that is common among Persian spam websites. After analyzing the dataset, we figured out that many Persian spam websites use a lot of images in large dimensions for advertising and attracting users. These pages usually do not have much useful content and are mostly augmented by different pictures and images. Fig. 3 shows the growth of web spam probability with the increase in the total size of images.

Number of media sources: we have parsed each page for counting the number of all media sources such as videos, sounds, images etc. Fig. 4 illustrates the positive correlation between the number of media sources and the spam probability of Persian hosts. The sharp drop of diagram in point 712 is due to the noise which comes from the missing data in our dataset compared with the WWW.

Number of iframes: during the research we have figured out that the use of iframe is prevalent in spam hosts. The spammers usually use iframes to embed the other documents content within their current html website. Using this feature they can deceive users to click on a page which has a few relevant keywords but lots of irrelevant and attractive content to increase the visiting time of their page or redirect users to another spam web page. According to Fig. 5, while the number of iframes in a Persian website increases, its spam probability rises up, too.

Fraction of page that includes stop words: This feature is an improved model of the number of stop words in each page which is proposed by M. Prieo et al. [13]. To calculate this feature we bring the length of each document into account. It decreases the noise related to the documents length. As it is explicit form
Fig. 6 the average number of stop words used in Persian spam websites is fewer than the number of stop words in non-spam websites.

**Fraction of stop words used in each page:** This feature is necessary to complete the effectiveness of the previous feature, because spammers can repeat a few stop words several times to deceive last heuristic. Another problem with using the previous feature alone is the difference between the lengths of pages. For instance, if a page has just two words including a keyword and one stop word, the value of previous feature for this page becomes 50%, but if we use this feature beside the previous one, we can understand that there are not many stop words inside the page. Fig. 7 presents the diagram of this feature. It can be understood from the figure that as the value of this feature increases, the spam probability decreases.

**Cosine similarity between Meta tags and visible page content:** Cosine similarity is a measure of similarity between two contexts. Considering this score as a feature in web spam classification, could be effective to detect those spam hosts that use irrelevant keywords as the content of Meta tags. Fig. 8 demonstrates the behavior of this feature on detecting Persian spam hosts. While the similarity score decreases from 0.5 towards 0, the content of Meta tags become less related to the visible page content. That is a situation when spammers try to insert some random keywords in their page Meta tags to match their website with more queries. On the other hand, when the similarity score increases to a high value, it means that the spammers have repeated some special keywords to increase the rank of their websites for special keywords.

**Amount of JavaScript codes:** The JavaScript codes are often executed when an event occurs. Sometimes spammers use JavaScript to handle some dynamic events, such as opening one more page automatically, or redirect user to another website. In HTML, all JavaScript codes must be written between `<script>` and `</script>` tags. For each page we count the number of JavaScript tags. Fig. 9 shows that the more JavaScript used in a Persian site, the more probable it is to be spam.

4) **Feature selection and classification**

Finally, in order to find the most efficient features and improve the performance of our classifier we used $\chi^2$-test, and picked out the top features. In this method, the dependency of each feature with the class labels is tested and all features are ranked with respect to their dependency score. The feature selection process is done using Backward Selection method. It starts classification with all defined features. In each step, the least efficient feature is dropped and classification is done using remaining features. It continues until the classification accuracy stops increasing and therefore, all remaining features are statistically efficient.

After selecting features, to predict the class label of websites, we applied some kinds of classifiers such as decision tree based methods like C4.5, Neural Networks, Bayesian-based algorithms like Naive Bayes, SVM, and K-NN as a Lazy classifier. After comparing the performance of these classifiers, we selected the ones with the best performance. As the results show, Random Forest outperforms the other machine learning algorithms in detecting Persian spam websites using content-based features which are mostly related to the structure of pages.

C. **Web Spam Detection using BOSW Method**

In this section, we explain our BOSW model and the way that we have used it for classifying our Persian websites.

This model is derived from the known bag-of-words model which is a simplifying representation of text. The bag-of-words model is being used a lot in natural language processing and information retrieval, and an early reference to it in a linguistic context is by ZS Harris [46]. In the bag-of-words model, a document is represented by a set of unique words, without considering any order for them. By using this model, we remove a huge amount of unnecessary information from the context, such as the grammar, Part of speech (POS), order of words, sentences and paragraphs. One usage of this model is in document classification. For doing this task, all the unique words are extracted from total documents and are regarded as the feature set. Then, each document is represented by a feature vector which each entry of it refers to the frequency of that entry word. However there are different weighting schemes that are used to obtain each document feature vector, the most common weighting scheme is TF or TF-IDF weighting.

As we have examined in Persian websites, using this simple bag-of-words model for web spam filtering does not have a good performance. It is due to the noise that originates from many words in non-spam websites. Despite of the spam hosts which are usually confined to some specific topics such as advertisement, non-spam sites have so many different topics in different domains. In other words, as we discovered from the dataset, there are always some specific keywords that are mostly used together by many spammers to increase their website PageRank. For example, the most popular keywords in the Persian spam websites are "خرید" (buy), "پست" (SMS), "دانلود" (download), "عکس" (picture), "محصول" (product), "ایران" (free). With considering only the keywords commonly used by spammers, as the feature
vector, the classifier can learn the pattern of the special occurrence of these keywords together as the characteristics of spam websites. This method will help us to detect spam websites more precisely. Adding the words of non-spam websites into the feature vector, will deceive the classifier to misclassify some non-spam hosts as spam. These misclassified non-spam hosts are often the kinds of non-spam websites which.
have many keywords in common with some spam websites which have used keyword stuffing inside their website. It is also probable for these kinds of spam host to be misclassified as non-spam. This happens when there are only a few numbers of these kinds of spam hosts, or the keywords which are used in keyword stuffing methods are not common among many of spam websites. In this situation, the keywords used in keyword stuffing method, are recognized as the characteristics of non-spam websites and the classifier will misclassify the spam host which includes these keywords as non-spam.

To solve the discussed problems, we applied the BOSW model into our Persian corpus. In this model, instead of modeling the whole corpus into a set of unique words, we did this modeling for our spam corpus and used them as our feature set. Then, every document was represented with this feature vector. As we have mentioned before, there are different weighting schemes that are used to obtain each document feature vector. We tried many of them, and selected the binary model that was the most efficient one. In this model, for each entry of feature vector we inserted ‘1’ if the word was present in the document, and ‘0’ otherwise. To achieve better accuracy, all stop words were removed from all documents, and both unigram and bigram models were examined to select the best one.

In order to decrease the processing time and improve the performance of our classifier we applied various kinds of feature selection methods and selected the best features. These methods include $\chi^2$-test, Mutual Information, TF, and TF-IDF. For each method, we selected the features which could obtain a score higher than the specified threshold. Finally, to classify the websites, we used SVM due to its better performance. After comparing the results with the results of the first approach, we figured out that using BOSW model to classify Persian websites outperforms the other examined approaches.

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate proposed web spam detection methods to indicate their effectiveness. At first, we explain our experimental setup and the dataset that is used in this work. Then, we show the effectiveness of each group of content-based features and determine the most efficient ones. Finally, we describe the results of using BOSW modeling in Persian web spam detection.

A. Experimental Setup

We have conducted all the experiments of this research on the set of Persian websites including 1050 non-spam and 300 spam hosts that have been crawled and labeled in June 2013 till August 2013. These pages have been indexed by Lemur [47], a toolkit for language modeling and information retrieval applications, and all the features needed to classify hosts have been extracted by implementing some Java and C++ programs. In order to classify the websites based on calculated features, we used WEKA [48], a free and open source machine learning and data mining tool that has various kinds of classifiers and learning algorithms. We have also used LIBSVM [49], an open source library written in C++ for classifying the websites.

Finally, to compare and evaluate the results we have implemented 5-fold cross validation for all the experiments. For our evaluations, we report Precision, Recall and F1, for both spam and non-spam classes separately. This is due to the considerable difference between the number of pages in each class, which means we should give more weights to the error rate of misclassified spam hosts than non-spam ones. Furthermore, to measure the percentage of improvement in F1, for every experiment, we have calculated the difference of new F1 with the old F1, divided by the old F1. This measurement is commonly used in the area of information retrieval, due to the effect of old F1 in measuring the improvement. In other words, it is usually harder to increase the F1 value for low F1s, so a specific increment in F1 with lower value is a better improvement than the same increment in F1 with higher value.

B. Evaluation of Many Content-based Features on Persian Websites

We describe the experiments of this section into four steps. At first, we examine the effectiveness of each feature set in each step and show the classification results. Then, we apply $\chi^2$-test to determine the most efficient features and improve the classifier performance.

1) Evaluation of feature set#1

As a preliminary experiment, we extracted the feature set#1 proposed in [6]. To perform the classification task, we examined many classifiers such as Naïve Bayes, decision tree based techniques like C4.5 and Random Forest, Logistic Regression, SVM, and K-NN. Table I shows the results of these classifiers using feature set#1. According to the results, Random Forest outperforms the other classifiers in terms of spam F1. Random Forest is an ensemble classifier which uses many decision tree models, and class assignment is done by the majority voting within the forest of generated trees. Using this technique, it avoids over fitting and is not very sensitive to outliers in training data which is a problem in datasets including spam hosts. We have used Random Forest for next experiments, because it achieves the best score in terms of spam F1 that is the most important measure in our web spam detection task.

2) Evaluation of feature set#2

Spam web pages have various kinds of characteristics which need to be detected using more features. In this step, we show the results of combining feature set#2 proposed in [(8), (13), (44)] with feature set#1. Using the Random Forest classifier to classify Persian websites, the results are shown in Table II. From Table II it can be seen that compared with the first classifier, adding feature set#2 improves
the spam F1 with 37.14% and non-spam F1 with 3.72%.

3) Evaluation of feature set #3
In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed features, we combined them with feature set #1 which are considered as our basic features.

Comparing the results shown in Table II indicates that we have achieved 35.5% and 3.1% improvement in terms of spam and non-spam F1. This improvement is nearly the same as the improvement has been achieved by using feature set #2. This illustrates that our proposed features are as effective as the set of previously presented features in detecting Persian web spam. Furthermore, it could be said that our features are more efficient than feature set #2, because we could achieve the same improvement by a number of features that are half of the number of features in feature set #2, and also, the average computational costs of our features are less than the previous ones.

After that, we combined our proposed features with all the previously presented features. From the results shown in Table III we can see that there is 0.99% improvement in spam F1. Looking at the spam recall we figured out that using our simple proposed features we could detect 0.68% more Persian websites with our proposed features which have less computational cost.

There is also 38.5% improvement in spam F1 and 3.7% in non-spam F1 compared with the basic classifier.

Although combining our features with all the previous ones has improved the classification accuracy, but calculating all the features could be time consuming. In addition, some of these features together may decrease the accuracy of the classifier. To deal with this problem, in next step, we apply a feature selection method on our feature set.

4) Applying feature selection
Finally, in order to improve the classification accuracy and decrease the total processing time of the experiments we applied χ²-test, as a feature selection method, that determines the dependency of variables with each class label. Using Backward Selection, we can eliminate inefficient features from our feature set. According to this test, some features gained higher ranks and were selected as efficient features after applying Backward Selection method. Table IV presents the most highly ranked features which we have selected to use for classification. As it can be seen from Table IV, 5 out of 7 proposed features are in the group of most efficient features.

After selecting the group of efficient features, to detect the effectiveness of each feature in classification, we should consider the weight which the classifier allots to each feature. The classifier we
have used here is Ransom Forest. As we mentioned before, it was chosen because of its better performance in spam detection task compared with other classifiers. It picks a random subset of the available features independently for each node in each tree. Then, data labeling is done by majority voting. This method does not allow a weight to each feature individually, and all possible orders of features importance are examined. This characteristic of Random Forest makes it the best algorithm to classify websites based on three defined set of features. As mentioned in [6], to recognize a spam website we should investigate many features altogether. Considering a feature individually is not effective enough to detect web spam. Nevertheless, to have an estimation of each feature effectiveness in classification, we have done the classification with each feature separately, and compared their effectiveness in terms of spam F1. According to this estimation, the most effective feature in detecting Persian spam websites is the length of the URL. It demonstrates that most Persian spammers choose an URL with more keywords for their websites. The second effective feature is the conditional 3-gram likelihood. This means that there are some specific phrases with 3 words which are used a lot by spammers. The third one is the number of outlinks which illustrates the existence of many links in Persian spam websites. Anchor text length is the next effective feature. The longer the anchor text, the more probable the page is spam. The next effective features are fraction of page including 100 popular words, conditional 5-gram likelihood, page length, conditional 4-gram likelihood, cosine similarity-TF (title, anchor), cosine similarity-TF (anchor text, body), compression ratio, cosine similarity-TF (keywords & Description, body), respectively.

We have examined the performance of our classifier using selected features presented in Table V. It is apparent from Table V that using feature selection to select efficient features for web spam classification improves spam F1 and non-spam F1, with 5.9% and 0.7%, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Spam Precision</th>
<th>Spam Recall</th>
<th>Spam F1</th>
<th>Non-spam Precision</th>
<th>Non-spam Recall</th>
<th>Non-spam F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feature Set1&amp;2&amp;3</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>57.49</td>
<td>86.552</td>
<td>93.81</td>
<td>90.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected Features of feature set1&amp;2&amp;3</td>
<td>72.484</td>
<td>52.667</td>
<td>60.897</td>
<td>87.448</td>
<td>94.19</td>
<td>90.688</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table IV.

**RANKED CONTENT-BASED FEATURES BASED ON THE X2-TEST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Name</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>URL length</td>
<td>194.884</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of outlinks</td>
<td>93.289</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional 4-gram likelihood</td>
<td>81.623</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosine Similarity-TF (anchor text, body)</td>
<td>75.802</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional 3-gram likelihood</td>
<td>61.497</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of page includes stop word</td>
<td>59.187</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosine Similarity-TF (title, anchor)</td>
<td>58.772</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression ratio</td>
<td>56.797</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosine Similarity-TF (keywords &amp; Description, anchor)</td>
<td>55.575</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of iframes</td>
<td>54.309</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor text length</td>
<td>52.467</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of page including 100 popular words</td>
<td>59.729</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional 5-gram likelihood</td>
<td>39.408</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of media links</td>
<td>39.214</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of images</td>
<td>39.209</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of java scripts</td>
<td>37.842</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title length</td>
<td>34.436</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of anchor texts in each page</td>
<td>34.34</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keywords and description length</td>
<td>33.772</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosine Similarity-TF (keywords &amp; Description, body)</td>
<td>30.624</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average words length</td>
<td>26.36</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body length</td>
<td>19.546</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page length</td>
<td>19.481</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent 5-gram likelihood</td>
<td>16.226</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table V.

**THE RESULTS OF PERSIAN WEB SPAM CLASSIFICATION AFTER APPLYING FEATURE SELECTION**
TABLE VI. COMPARING THE RESULTS OF BOSW MODELING WITH SIMPLE BAG-OF-WORDS MODELING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Spam Precision</th>
<th>Spam Recall</th>
<th>Spam F1</th>
<th>Non-spam Precision</th>
<th>Non-spam Recall</th>
<th>Non-spam F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bag-of-words</td>
<td>96.526</td>
<td>86.933</td>
<td>86.352</td>
<td>96.104</td>
<td>90.905</td>
<td>96.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSW</td>
<td>92.698</td>
<td>86.124</td>
<td>89.124</td>
<td>96.085</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>97.029</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VII. THE RESULTS OF BOSW MODELING WITH DIFFERENT FEATURE SELECTION METHODS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Spam Precision</th>
<th>Spam Recall</th>
<th>Spam F1</th>
<th>Non-spam Precision</th>
<th>Non-spam Recall</th>
<th>Non-spam F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bigram--without feature selection</td>
<td>88.833</td>
<td>85.667</td>
<td>87.132</td>
<td>95.953</td>
<td>96.857</td>
<td>96.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bigram--term frequency with threshold 5</td>
<td>93.262</td>
<td>86.333</td>
<td>89.601</td>
<td>95.186</td>
<td>98.19</td>
<td>97.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Information</td>
<td>90.967</td>
<td>85.333</td>
<td>87.993</td>
<td>95.886</td>
<td>97.524</td>
<td>96.693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>χ²-test</td>
<td>91.519</td>
<td>87.667</td>
<td>89.467</td>
<td>96.526</td>
<td>97.619</td>
<td>97.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unigram--term frequency with threshold 4</td>
<td>93.454</td>
<td>88.333</td>
<td>90.767</td>
<td>96.722</td>
<td>98.19</td>
<td>97.446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unigram--without feature selection</td>
<td>92.698</td>
<td>86.124</td>
<td>89.124</td>
<td>96.085</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>97.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unigram--TF-IDF with threshold 20</td>
<td>92.075</td>
<td>86.967</td>
<td>89.52</td>
<td>96.262</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>97.119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VIII. COMPARING THE BEST RESULTS OF CLASSIFICATION USING CONTENT-BASED FEATURES AND CLASSIFICATION USING PROPOSED BOSW APPROACH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Spam Precision</th>
<th>Spam Recall</th>
<th>Spam F1</th>
<th>Non-spam Precision</th>
<th>Non-spam Recall</th>
<th>Non-spam F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selected Features of feature set1 &amp; 2 &amp; 3</td>
<td>72.484</td>
<td>52.667</td>
<td>60.897</td>
<td>87.448</td>
<td>94.19</td>
<td>90.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized BOSW</td>
<td>93.454</td>
<td>88.333</td>
<td>90.767</td>
<td>96.722</td>
<td>98.19</td>
<td>97.446</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

these kinds of spam websites. To create this model, all websites have been cleared from HTML tags. These tags are never shown to users and considering them into our model just brings noise to the results. In addition, using a list of Persian stop words, we have removed them from the content of all pages. We examined both binary and TF weighting, and used TF weighting because of its better performance and efficiency. In this model, the number of attributes is about 35000 that are far more than the number of instances. Furthermore, the values of these features are binary, so the range of these features is different from the range of the features examined in Section IV.B. Therefore, we examined all the machine learning algorithms applied in the first experiment of this study and finally used SVM because it outperforms the other algorithms. We used LIBSVM tool, and tuned its parameters to their best values; c = 10, t = 2.

Table VI compares the results of classification based on BOSW modeling with the results of the same classification based on simple bag-of-words representation which are previously described and examined on an English dataset ([7], [19], [21], [50]). The results show that in Persian web spam detection tasks, applying the BOSW model yields better accuracy than the simple bag-of-words model. The achieved improvement in spam F1 and non-spam F1 are 3.21% and 0.98%, respectively. This difference can be explained by the fact that non-spam websites include a wide range of topics with so many different words related to those topics. Considering all of these words as the feature vector not only increases the processing cost of classification, but also brings noise to the result of the specified classifier. In BOSW, we only consider the group of fake keywords commonly used in spam websites. This method is based on the assumption that spam websites include some specific combination of special keywords which are rarely seen in non-spam websites. From Table VI, it could be understood that this assumption adapts with Persian websites, and the BOSW modeling perform well to detect these kinds of spam. There is an error in classification using BOSW modeling which comes from non-spam websites which have nearly the same occurrence of fake keywords inside their websites. These pages are the ones which spammers write their website addresses and many related keywords in the comment parts of them. As Table VI indicates, this error is only 7.4% (90 - 92.608) for BOSW model which is half of the error in bag-of-words model.

To decrease the number of attributes, we used some kinds of feature selection algorithms and applied SVM on the selected features. The results are showed in Table VII. All methods are examined with different thresholds and for each method the best result is reported. We can see from the table that applying term frequency feature selection with threshold 4 gives us the best F1 for spam and non-spam.

Finally, in Table VIII, we compared the best result of BOSW modeling with the best result achieved by applying feature selection in first approach of this study. The results show that using BOSW modeling for
classifying Persian websites improves spam F1 and non-spam F1 with 49.05%, and 7.45%, respectively. That is a significant improvement in our web spam detection task.

D. Discussions

The results of experiments done in the previous sections reveal the significant difference between the best performance achieved by the two fundamental classifiers. This difference can help us to find out more about the characteristics of Persian websites.

One common characteristic of Persian websites is the large variation of non-spam websites that causes each spam website to nearly look like a group of non-spam pages in the statistical form. In other words, today with the increasing number of websites on the WWW, there are different types of both spam and non-spam web pages that make the statistical boundaries among them to be blurred. This could be an explanation for low accuracy of the first classifier which has used the content-based features mostly related to the structure of each page. Besides, spammers keep trying to increase the rank of their website by combating with spam detection methods being used by search engines. For example, if the length of a page in their website is too long, they divide its content into many parts and put each part in a different page of that site, or if it is too short, they put a copy of other pages content inside their own page. That could be a reason why the feature called page length comes in low ranks of Table IV.

The other important finding about the Persian spam websites is that there are a group of spam keywords which are mostly used together inside these kinds of websites. In other words, although there are several non-spam keywords in the spam websites, but spammers always use some special keywords in order to achieve their real purpose. As an example, in the Persian spam websites which are developed for selling some fake and counterfeit products, there are always some specific words such as "عکس" (picture), "گزارش" (report), "تعمیرات" (repair), "عمارت" (construction), "کاراکتر" (character) and "برترین" (best). The key point is that when these kinds of words come together in a page, it could be a good characteristic of spam website. As an example, if a keyword such as "کتاب" (book) comes in a page with some special keywords like "کتاب" (book), "عکس" (picture), and "گزارش" (report), it determines that the page is spam. From the other side, if the same word "کتاب" (book) comes in a page with other keywords like "درس" (course), "دانشگاه" (university), and "برترین" (best), it means that the page includes useful content and is not a spam web page. As it can be conducted from the results, these Spamdexing methods are being combated by our BOSW modeling method.

The last issue that emerges from the results is that although there are some heuristics which have good performance in spam detection tasks, determining the most proper heuristic, depends on the dataset we are working on and the time of analysis. In other words, defining a group of features could not always be efficient enough for all kinds of spam. As it has been demonstrated, in order to combat Persian web spam, using the content-based features mostly related to the structure of each page does not perform as well as the BOSW modeling. Among these features there are some ones such as length of the URL and the number of outlinks which are more effective than the others. Furthermore, in each period of time, spammers tend to use new methods to deceive search engines. These methods should be detected by defining new heuristics.

V. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we investigated the content-based spam detection methods on Persian websites. For this purpose, we built a dataset of Persian websites manually classified as spam or non-spam. We extracted many content-based features from Persian websites and examined their effectiveness in detecting web spam. Then, we employed several data mining algorithms, and noticed that Random Forest outperforms the other classifiers. We proposed and analyzed a number of new content-based features and illustrated their effectiveness on improving web spam classification. After applying a feature selection method, we showed that using more features does not always lead to higher accuracy, and there are some features that may decrease the performance of classification. We could achieve 5.9% improvement in spam F1 and 0.7% improvement in non-spam F1 by removing inefficient features from our feature set.

We have also proposed BOSW model and exploited it for classifying Persian websites. After examining different machine learning algorithms, SVM was selected as the best classifier. As it was demonstrated from the results, using BOSW modeling to classify Persian websites would achieve 49.05% improvement in spam F1 and 7.45% improvement in non-spam F1 compared with the first approach used in this study. This significant improvement is due to the special characteristics of spam websites.

As a future work, we need to examine different methods to find out how to combine both described classifiers to achieve a better performance. We can extend our Persian dataset into a larger corpus of Persian websites. Then, apply link-based and content-based features all together, and analyze their effectiveness on our dataset which includes Persian websites. We also plan to employ multi-class classification by assigning one of the following three labels to each website: spam, non-spam and marginal.
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